Introducing Commure
Care shouldn’t come with compromise. That’s why we’re
rearchitecting healthcare from the inside out.

Healthcare, meet the
world’s first operating system
designed just for you.

Our intelligent operating system and modern applications connect,
protect, and empower every person in the health ecosystem —
from clinicians and staff to innovators and payors.
Together, we are building a vibrant health ecosystem that
advances care through collaboration.

Our sophisticated technology — paired
with deep clinical expertise — powers
scalable innovation for exceptional care.

Digital health innovators, health systems,
and health plans drive powerful care
delivery transformations and meaningful
innovation with our four-layer approach:
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Create
Create or customize scalable solutions with
pro-code or intuitive low- or no-code tools.
Supports: Innovation, Time to Value

Custom-Built Innovations

Commure Create
(includes Developer Portal)

Custom-Built Innovations
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Commure Care

Commure Applications

Commure Perform

Accelerate deployment of ready-to-launch
applications to boost clinical efficiency,
optimize financial performance, and protect
your workforce.

Partner Applications

Supports: Financial, Clinical, and
Operational Performance

Commure Strongline
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Activation

CommureOS

Accelerate

Surface
Surface your most essential data in the
moment to deliver informed and timely care.

Visualization

Supports: Provider Experience,
Patient Experience

Integration Engine
HL7 (all versions), FHIR, x12, SOAP, BPI & Modern APIs
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Unify
Unify data for a comprehensive and neatly
packaged patient record.
Supports: Quality of Care, Cost Savings
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Commure Applications
125K clinicians and staff across
460 healthcare facilities are using
Commure’s intuitive and mobile-friendly
original applications.

Our out-of-the-box solutions
are ready for you right now.
Commure Care

Desktop

Mobile

Clinical Documentation

Clinical Results Viewing

ePrescribing

Capture robust, data-rich clinical notes for
clinicians on the go.

Access comprehensive patient data
anytime, anywhere.

Quickly submit accurate prescriptions to a
patient’s local pharmacy at discharge.

Secure Messaging

CPOE

Medication Reconciliation

Securely message with collaborating
providers using real-time patient
information.

Submit orders with fewer clicks,
taps, and screens.

Seamlessly track and transition patient
medications from home to hospital
and back.

Commure Perform

Desktop

Mobile

Charge Capture

Charge-Note Reconciliation

Financial Reporting

Enter provider charges at the point of care
or anywhere, quickly and easily.

Automatically match clinical notes to
charges to capture lost revenue.

Gain new insights into charge
information with visual dashboards
and detailed reports.

Commure Strongline

RTLS

Workplace & Staff Safety
Real-time workforce duress and location
services for patient safety intervention.
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